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chair, which assuredly he would no more have submitted to	~
than the major-domo  major  on the other side.    I resolved,
therefore, to hazard a middle term; to try and introduce myself"
at the top of the right arm of the chair, a little sideways, so as-
to take the place of neither, entirely;   "but, nevertheless, to
drive them out, and to cover this with an. air of ignorance and
of simplicity; and, at the same time, of eagerness, of joy, of'
curiosity, of courtier-like desire to speak to the King as much
as possible:   and all this I exactly executed, in appearance	*
stupidly, and in reality very successfully!
When the time for the audience arrived, I took up my posi-	\
tion, accordingly, in the manner I have indicated. Tne major-
domo major and the nuncio entered, and finding me thus placed,
and speaking to the King, appeared much surprised. I heard
Signer and senor repeated right and left of me, and addressed
to me—for "both expressed themselves with difficulty in French	[
—and I replied with bows to one and to the other with the
smiling air of a man entirely absorbed in joy at his functions,,
and who understands nothing of what is meant; then I recom-
menced my conversation with the King, with a sort of liberty
and enthusiasm, so that nuncio and major-domo major soon-
grew tired of appealing to a man whose spirit was so trans-	<$
ported that he no longer knew where he was, or what was said	*
to him.    In this manner I defeated the craft, cunning, and
maliciousness of Dnbois.    At the conclusion of the ceremony,	(
I accompanied the King and Queen to the door of the Hall of
Mirrors, taking good care then to show every deference to the
major-domo major and the nuncio, and yielding place to them,
in order to remove any impression from their minds that I had
just acted in a contrary manner from design.
As soon as their Catholic Majesties had departed, and the	.4
door of the salon was closed upon them, I was encircled and, so-	|;
to speak, almost stifled by the company present, who, one after-	2
the other, pressed upon me with the greatest demonstrations of	I
joy and a thousand compliments.	I
I returned home after the ceremony, which had lasted along
time.     While I occupied my stolen position I was obliged, in

